APPEAL TO ALL MUSLIM/CHRISTIAN WOMEN AND MEN!
And To All Religious Leaders And To All Believers!
Please SIGN THE PETITION
As you know, women are portrayed more and more as SEX OBJECTS in our society. Nakedness and sexual
images of women are everywhere, and in all types of media: TV, Films, Internet, magazines, videos and
advertisements etc.
Unfortunately, this sexual immorality is affecting too, many of our small, young, and innocent daughters of
today. A big worrying issue today is:
THE SEXUALISATION OF CHILDREN, ESPECIALLY OUR GIRLS!
The SUN newspaper has for 42 years exploited women to sell their newspaper. The paper is famous for its’
‘Page 3 Girls’, in which each day a different young and sexually attractive topless woman is plastered across
‘Page 3’ for the sexual pleasure of men.
It is estimated that more than 7 million people read the Sun daily. How many children have stumbled across
‘Page 3’ at home, or for that matter had it staring them in the face when someone in their family or someone on
public transport is reading it?.
These daily sexual images of women on ‘Page 3’ of the Sun newspaper are one of the many examples of the
general portrayal of women, as sex objects, in all of the media; infecting society, especially in pornographic
films, on the Internet and advertising billboards.
This is very harmful to all members of our society:
-It demeans and devalues women, making them seen as sex objects for the pleasure of men, and nothing
else.
-Is disrespectful to all women, such as our mothers, wives, sisters and daughters.
-It encourages men to fornicate, commit adultery, have affairs, go to prostitutes, commit incest, and indulge in
addictive masturbation as well as encouraging men to become sexual deviants through the exposure of all
types of pornography on the Internet.
-Causing most of the epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases, about 500,000 new cases every year.
-Causing a lot of unwanted pregnancies, abortions and many psycho-social problems.
-It distracts the attention of men from many tasks they are doing; especially in the workplace.
-It affects and damages the sexual relation between husband and wife, and makes many wives unhappy,
which generally leads to a divorce.
-It badly affects our young innocent daughters, and sons. Young boys grow up looking at any woman as a
sexual object. Young girls aspire to look as sexy as they can for man's pleasure, and try to get into fashion and
modelling and to eventually become a ‘Page 3’ girl or glamour model.
-A huge price to pay due to the great economic loss within the NHS dealing with the hundreds of mental and
physical problems resulting from this immoral daily sexual portrayal of women, on ‘Page 3’, and in other sexual
displays.
-Many people do not realise that to look at any sexual image of a woman is SINFUL, in Islam and in
Christianity.... "The eyes commit adultery" according to Prophet Muhammad(peace be upon him).
-In Islam, Christianity and in other faiths, ANY WOMAN SHOULD DRESS MODEST AND DECENT outside of
the house, and in front of men . The Virgin Mary was and should be a ROLE MODEL to all women in covering
the body from head to toe, only revealing the hands and face, as ordered in the Islamic teachings (Hijab).
Sexual attraction, display and satisfaction should occur only between husband and wife during marriage at
home, in full privacy.
Muslims, Christians, believers, and decent people from other faiths or with no faith, have got a huge job to do
in our society in order to cleanse it so as to protect:

-Women
-Men
-Children
-Marriages
-GOD's morality as mentioned clearly in Islam and Christianity and in order to please our Merciful GOD.
There is a great need to have a MULTIFAITH/MULTIPROFESSIONAL THINK TANK here in Britain so that we
can produce an organised strategic plan that will bring decency and modesty to our women, and protect us all.
This is the beginning...
Please take a look at the article below that was published in the Daily Telegraph on 1 Nov 2012; it is about a
moral campaign by a young active non-Muslim woman named :Lucy Holmes, who initiated all of this:
‘NO MORE PAGE 3' CAMPAIGN
She should be supported by every decent woman and man; by all the Muslims, Christians, believers and
others in Britain who want to save our society. Please SIGN HER PETITION: Change.org/nomorepage3

. So far we got approximately 50,000 signatures. We need to make it at least 500,000 and to reach for 5
million signatures, with the help of GOD!
However it is fair to mention that many years back the MP: Claire Short has campaigned also to ban page 3 in
the Sun...but without success... ! But this time with this national Petition and with the wide spreading of the
message and to many faiths and with GOD's help...
We will WIN!
IMPORTANT: WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO TO HELP?
PLEASE SEND THIS E MAIL/APPEAL to all your Muslim and Christian contacts, and to any one you know so
that they can sign the petition; and forward it on to their contacts.
-Announce it in the Friday prayer at the mosques and in the Sunday sermon in the churches, or in other holy
places.
-Put it on all Muslim/Christian websites.
-Discuss it on Muslim/Christian Radio/Tv shows.
-Publish it in many Muslim and Christian newspapers.
-Talk about it in Muslim/Christian schools.
-Write to your Member of Parliament (MP) to help us in the mission to ban the featured topless women on
‘Page 3’ and to help us in the big divine campaign to STAMP OUT the sexual display and portrayal of women
in our society, for all our sake!
Obviously we are trying in this Appeal to do something for one evil page only:PAGE 3 in the Sun..
But we have a lot of work to do regarding the thousands of other pages and the millions of pornographic films
and magazines ..the task ahead of us is,no doubt, enormous..but with strong belief and determination ....with
united multifaith efforts and with the help of GOD...modesty and decency will win after and women will be
back in their kingdom of glory,safety and true happiness with all the love of GOD!
Thank you.
Dr A Majid Katme (MBBCh,DPM)
Weekly TV and Radio Broadcaster
Spokesman: Islamic Medical Association/UK
Tel: 07944 240 622
NB: Dr Katme is available for interview

